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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE
To determine whether use of dipeptidyl peptidase-4
(DPP-4) inhibitors and glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1)
receptor agonists are associated with an increased
risk of cholangiocarcinoma in adults with type 2
diabetes.
DESIGN
Population based cohort study.
SETTING
General practices contributing data to the UK Clinical
Practice Research Datalink.
PARTICIPANTS
154 162 adults newly treated with antidiabetic drugs
between 1 January 2007 and 31 March 2017, followed
until 31 March 2018.
MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES
Use of DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists
was modelled as a time varying variable and
compared with use of other second or third line
antidiabetic drugs. All exposures were lagged by one
year to account for cancer latency and to minimise
reverse causality. Cox proportional hazards models
were used to estimate hazard ratios and 95%
confidence intervals of incident cholangiocarcinoma
associated with use of DPP-4 inhibitors and
GLP-1 receptor agonists, separately. A post hoc
pharmacovigilance analysis was conducted using
the World Health Organization’s global individual
case safety report database, VigiBase, to estimate
reporting odds ratios of cholangiocarcinoma.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC
The glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) incretin hormone has been shown to have
proliferative and anti-apoptotic effects on cholangiocytes—cells that line the
biliary tree
This raises the possibility that the incretin based drugs dipeptidyl peptidase-4
(DPP-4) inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists could increase the risk of
cholangiocarcinoma, a rare but highly fatal cancer
Although imbalances in hepatobiliary cancers have been observed in some of
the large randomised controlled trials of incretin based drugs, no observational
study has investigated this association in the real world setting

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS
Use of DPP-4 inhibitors was associated with a near doubling of the risk of
cholangiocarcinoma
An association of similar magnitude was observed with GLP-1 receptor agonists,
but this did not reach statistical significance
Incretin based drugs therefore might be associated with an increased risk of
cholangiocarcinoma in people with type 2 diabetes
the bmj | BMJ 2018;363:k4880 | doi: 10.1136/bmj.k4880

RESULTS
During 614 274 person years of follow-up, 105
incident cholangiocarcinoma events occurred
(rate 17.1 per 100 000 person years). Use of DPP4 inhibitors was associated with a 77% increased
hazard of cholangiocarcinoma (hazard ratio 1.77,
95% confidence interval 1.04 to 3.01). Use of GLP-1
receptor agonists was associated with an increased
hazard with a wide confidence interval (hazard
ratio 1.97, 0.83 to 4.66). In the pharmacovigilance
analysis, the use of DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP-1
receptor agonists were both associated with increased
reporting odds ratios for cholangiocarcinoma,
compared with use of sulfonylureas or
thiazolidinediones (1.63, 1.00 to 2.66, 4.73, 2.95 to
7.58, respectively).
CONCLUSION
Compared with use of other second or third line
antidiabetic drugs, use of DPP-4 inhibitors, and
possibly GLP-1 receptor agonists, might be associated
with an increased risk of cholangiocarcinoma in adults
with type 2 diabetes.

Introduction
Dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4) inhibitors and
glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonists
are second or third line drugs commonly used in the
management of type 2 diabetes.1 These incretin based
drugs work through the effects of GLP-1, a gut derived
incretin hormone that stimulates insulin secretion in
a glucose dependent fashion.2 GLP-1 receptor agonists
directly stimulate the GLP-1 receptor, whereas DPP4 inhibitors inhibit the degradation of endogenous
GLP-1.3
Although incretin based drugs have favourable
clinical effects,4 5 some biological evidence suggests
that the incretin system might be involved in the
development of cholangiocarcinoma (bile duct
cancer), a rare but highly fatal cancer.6 Indeed, the
GLP-1 receptor is expressed on cholangiocytes,7 the
expression of which was shown to be increased in
tumour tissue samples of patients with intrahepatic
cholangiocarcinoma.8 Activation of the GLP-1 receptor
has also been shown to increase the proliferation
rate of cholangiocytes both in vitro and in vivo,7
while lowering the rate of apoptosis.9 To date, only
two large trials of incretin based drugs have reported
on hepatobiliary cancers, but with conflicting
findings.10 11 In one of these trials10 more hepatobiliary
cancers occurred with use of the GLP-1 receptor agonist
liraglutide than with placebo (13 v 8); this included six
versus two cases of biliary cancer, respectively (all but
one in the liraglutide group were cholangiocarcinomas,
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Incretin based drugs and risk of cholangiocarcinoma among
patients with type 2 diabetes: population based cohort study
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Methods
Data source
This study was conducted using the Clinical Practice
Research Datalink (CPRD), a large primary care
database shown to be representative of the general
United Kingdom population.13 The CPRD uses the Read
code classification to record medical diagnoses and
procedures,14 which have been shown to be of high
quality and validity.15 16 The database also includes
demographic and anthropometric data, laboratory
test results, as well as prescription information based
on the British National Formulary (BNF). Cancer
diagnoses recorded in the CPRD have been previously
validated.17-20
Study population
We identified a base cohort of adults newly treated
with antidiabetic drugs (metformin, sulfonylureas,
meglitinides, thiazolidinediones, acarbose, DPP-4
inhibitors, GLP-1 receptor agonists, sodium-glucose
cotransporter-2 inhibitors, and insulin using BNF
codes, supplementary table 1) between 1 January 1988
and 31 March 2017. We excluded people aged less
than 40 years, as well as those who were prescribed
insulin in monotherapy as their first ever antidiabetic
prescription, as these might represent people with
type 1 diabetes. Using this base cohort, we assembled
a cohort of adults who initiated a new antidiabetic
drug class in or after 2007, the year the first incretin
based drugs entered the UK market.4 This cohort
included those initiating their first ever antidiabetic
drug, as well as those who switched to or added-on
an antidiabetic drug class not previously used. Cohort
entry was defined by the date of this new prescription.
At this stage, we excluded people with less than one
year of medical history in the CPRD before cohort
entry and women with a history of polycystic ovary
syndrome (as this is another indication for metformin).
We also excluded those with a previous diagnosis of
cholangiocarcinoma (identified using Read codes;
supplementary table 2), as well as those with a
previous diagnosis of known, but relatively rare risk
factors for this cancer (primary sclerosing cholangitis,
fibropolycystic liver disease, chronic intrahepatic
stone disease, Lynch syndrome, hepatitis C infection,
and human immunodeficiency virus infection) at any
time before cohort entry. Finally, we excluded those
with less than one year of follow-up after cohort entry,
to allow for a sufficient latency period and to minimise
reverse causality. Thus, participants were followed
2

starting one year after cohort entry until an incident
diagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma (including all
subtypes, identified using Read codes; supplementary
table 2), or censored on death from any cause, end of
registration with the general practice, or end of the
study period (31 March 2018), whichever occurred
first.

Exposure definition
We used a time varying exposure definition, where
we categorised each person day of follow-up into
one of four mutually exclusive categories: use of
DPP-4 inhibitors (alone or in combination with
other antidiabetic drugs, excluding GLP-1 receptor
agonists); use of GLP-1 receptor agonists (alone or in
combination with other antidiabetic drugs, including
previous use of DPP-4 inhibitors, as this is a common
treatment strategy); use of other second or third line
drugs (defined as initiation of treatment with either
thiazolidinediones, prandial glucose regulators,
acarbose, sodium-glucose cotransporter-2 inhibitors,
insulin, or combination of oral antidiabetic drugs; or
switch to or add-on of an antidiabetic drug, including
insulin, after failure with metformin or sulfonylurea
in monotherapy); and use of first line drugs (defined
as use of metformin or sulfonylurea in monotherapy).
Exposures were lagged by one year for latency
purposes and to minimise reverse causality. As part of
this exposure definition, we considered participants
switching to or adding-on an incretin based drug to be
exposed until the end of follow-up (analogous to an
intention-to-treat approach; supplementary figure 1).
To minimise potential confounding by indication, we
compared use of incretin based drugs (second or third
line drugs)1 with use of other second or third line drugs.
We also defined use of incretin based drugs according
to cumulative duration of use and time since initiation
as secondary time varying exposure definitions.
Cumulative duration of use was calculated as the sum
of the durations of each prescription from cohort entry
until the risk set date (ie, time of the event), and time
since initiation was defined as the time from the first
prescription of an incretin based drug until the time of
the risk set date.
Statistical analysis
For each exposure category we calculated crude
incidence rates of cholangiocarcinoma with
95% confidence intervals, based on the Poisson
distribution. Time dependent Cox proportional
hazards models were used to estimate hazard ratios
and 95% confidence intervals of cholangiocarcinoma
associated with the use of DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP1 receptor agonists, separately, when compared with
use of other second or third line drugs. The models
were adjusted for the potential confounders measured
at cohort entry: age, sex, year of cohort entry, obesity
(body mass index ≥30), smoking status, alcohol related
disorders (alcohol dependency, alcoholic cirrhosis
of the liver, alcoholic hepatitis, hepatic failure),
Charlson comorbidity index score, inflammatory
doi: 10.1136/bmj.k4880 | BMJ 2018;363:k4880 | the bmj
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as reported by the investigators).12 In contrast, fewer
events were reported with use of the DPP-4 inhibitor
saxagliptin than with placebo (9 v 12), although this
trial did not differentiate between hepatic and biliary
cancers.11 Given the conflicting evidence, we carried
out a population based cohort study to determine
whether use of DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor
agonists is associated with an increased risk of
cholangiocarcinoma in adults with type 2 diabetes.

RESEARCH

Secondary analyses
We performed three prespecified secondary analyses.
To assess possible duration-response relations, we
investigated the association between cumulative
duration of use and time since initiation on the risk
of cholangiocarcinoma. For these time dependent
analyses, we estimated hazard ratios for three (≤1 year,
1.1-2 years, and >2 years) and two (≤2 years and >2
years) predefined duration categories, respectively.
We also assessed whether there was an association
according to the primary excretory pathway (renal
versus biliary) of each drug type.23
Sensitivity analyses
We conducted five sensitivity analyses to assess the
robustness of our findings. Firstly, we repeated the
analysis by increasing the exposure lag period to two
and three years, given the uncertainty related to the
optimal length of the latency time window. For these
analyses, we excluded participants with less than two
years and less than three years of follow-up, respectively.
As some cases of cholangiocarcinoma have been
reported to occur shortly after drug initiation,24 we also
removed the lag period to investigate a potential rapid
tumour promoter effect. We did not impose a minimum
follow-up time for this analysis. Secondly, we repeated
the analysis using the Fine and Gray subdistribution
Cox proportional hazards model25 to investigate
possible competing risk by death from any cause.
Thirdly, we considered a stricter exposure definition,
where use of DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor
agonists was redefined as participants receiving at least
four prescriptions within a 12 month moving window;
participants were considered exposed one year after
their fourth qualifying prescription. Fourthly, we fit a
marginal structural model to investigate the impact of
potential time dependent confounding using inverse
probability of treatment and censoring weighting
(supplementary methods 2). Finally, we conducted a
post hoc sensitivity analysis using the Array approach
to quantify the effect an unknown or unmeasured
confounder would have on our findings.26
Ancillary analyses
To further investigate the potential impact of
confounding by disease severity, we conducted two
ancillary analyses. In the first analysis, we used insulin
as a negative control exposure.27 Insulin is a last line
treatment that has not been associated with incidence
of cholangiocarcinoma. In keeping with the primary
the bmj | BMJ 2018;363:k4880 | doi: 10.1136/bmj.k4880

analysis, we compared use of insulin with use of other
second or third line drugs (supplementary methods 3).
In the second analysis, we matched new users of
incretin based drugs to new users of other second or
third line drugs on propensity scores (supplementary
methods 4 and supplementary figure 2). Cumulative
incidence curves of cholangiocarcinoma were plotted
for the matched cohort using the Kaplan-Meier method.
To further assess this association, we also conducted
a post hoc pharmacovigilance analysis using the World
Health Organization’s global individual case safety
report database, VigiBase. This database includes
more than 16 million individual case safety reports
from over 150 countries worldwide.28 Using VigiBase,
we conducted disproportionality analyses to estimate
reporting odds ratios of cholangiocarcinoma compared
with all other adverse drug reactions (supplementary
methods 5). In a first analysis, we estimated the
reporting odds ratios among users of DPP-4 inhibitors
and GLP-1 receptor agonists, separately, compared
with users of sulfonylureas or thiazolidinediones
(other second or third line drugs). In a second analysis,
we assessed the effect of potential confounding by
disease severity by repeating the analysis using a
negative control exposure consisting of long acting
insulin analogues. All analyses were conducted
with SAS version 9.4 (SAS institute, Cary, NC) and
R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,
Austria).

Patient and public involvement
We did not include patients as study participants as
our study involved the use of secondary data. Patients
were not involved in the design or implementation
of the study. We do not plan to involve patients in
the dissemination of results, nor will we disseminate
results directly to patients, beyond our general media
communications plan.

Results
The cohort included 154 162 patients (fig 1) followed
for a median of 4.6 years (maximum follow-up 11.2
years) including the one year post cohort entry
lag period. The median duration of follow-up for
participants using DPP-4 inhibitors, GLP-1 receptor
agonists, and other second or third line drugs was 3.4
(maximum follow-up 10.8), 4.4 (10.7), and 3.8 (11.2)
years, respectively. During 614 274 person years of
follow-up, 105 incident cholangiocarcinoma events
occurred, yielding a crude incidence rate of 17.1
(95% confidence interval 14.0 to 20.7) per 100 000
person years. During the study period, 32 731 (21.2%)
participants were prescribed DPP-4 inhibitors, 6174
(4.0%) GLP-1 receptor agonists, and 4450 (2.9%) both
drugs. The median duration of use of DPP-4 inhibitors,
GLP-1 receptor agonists, and other second or third line
drugs was 1.9 (maximum duration 10.1), 1.6 (9.8),
and 3.1 (11.0) years, respectively.
Table 1 presents the baseline characteristics for the
entire cohort and stratified according to use of DPP-4
3
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bowel disease, gallbladder disease (bile duct disease,
primary biliary cirrhosis, cholecystectomy), glycated
haemoglobin (HbA1c, last laboratory result before
cohort entry) level, and duration of diabetes (defined
as time between cohort entry and earliest date of type
2 diabetes diagnosis, HbA1c level ≥6.5%, or first
prescription for an antidiabetic drug). Variables with
missing data (HbA1c, body mass index, and smoking
status) were imputed using multiple imputation
methods (supplementary methods 1).21 22
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79 218
26 024
66 994
72 529

244 765
Excluded
<40 years of age
Initiated treatment with insulin monotherapy
Died or le cohort before ﬁrst incretin based
drugs entered UK market
Never added-on or switched to new
antidiabetic drug class aer incretin based
drugs entered market

244 673
Cohort of new users or switchers aer incretin based drugs entered the market
68 259
Excluded
66 370 <1 year of medical history or date
inconsistencies
1889 Women with polycystic ovary syndrome
176 414
Cohort of new users of drugs for type 2 diabetes

117
30
62
6
368
67
21 602

22 252
Excluded
Human immunodeﬁciency virus infection
Primary sclerosing cholangitis
Fibropolycystic liver disease or Lynch syndrome
Chronic intrahepatic stone disease
Hepatitis C infection
Previous diagnosis of cholangiocarcinoma
<1 year of follow-up

154 162
Study cohort

Fig 1 | Study flowchart of participants included in cohort

inhibitors, GLP-1 receptor agonists, and other second
or third line drugs at cohort entry. Overall, users of
DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists were
similar to users of other second or third line drugs for
sex, smoking status, prevalence of inflammatory bowel
disease, and history of gallbladder disease. In contrast,
DPP-4 inhibitor users and GLP-1 receptor agonist users
were more likely to be obese, have longer durations
of diabetes, and have a higher Charlson comorbidity
index score.
Table 2 presents the results of the primary analysis
for DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists.
Compared with use of other second or third line drugs,
use of DPP-4 inhibitors was associated with a 77%
increase in the hazards of cholangiocarcinoma (hazard
ratio 1.77, 95% confidence interval 1.04 to 3.01). The
secondary analyses by cumulative duration of use and
time since initiation yielded increased hazard ratios
for cumulative durations of one year to two years and
with more than two years since treatment initiation,
respectively, but the confidence intervals were wide
and included the null value (supplementary table 3).
When investigating specific DPP-4 inhibitors, those
primarily excreted through biliary pathways generated
a higher hazard ratio than those excreted through
renal pathways (2.25, 95% confidence interval
0.86 to 5.90 and 1.64, 0.92 to 2.90, respectively;
supplementary table 3), although both generated wide
and overlapping confidence intervals. Compared with
use of other second or third line drugs, use of GLP-1
receptor agonists generated an increased association

Table 1 | Baseline characteristics of cohort and by antidiabetic treatment at cohort entry. Values are numbers
(percentages) unless stated otherwise
Antidiabetic drug use at cohort entry
Characteristics
Mean (SD) age (years)
Men
Body mass index:
<30
≥30.0
Unknown
Smoking status:
Ever
Never
Unknown
Alcohol related disorders
Mean (SD) Charlson comorbidity index score
Inflammatory bowel disease
Gallbladder disease
Glycated haemoglobin (HbA1c) (%):
≤7.0
>7.0
Unknown
Mean (SD) duration of diabetes (years)
Antidiabetic drugs†:
Metformin
Sulfonylureas
Thiazolidinediones
Insulin
Others

Cohort (n=154 162)
64.1 (11.6)
89 234 (57.9)

DPP-4 inhibitors
(n=12 416)
68.2 (10.2)
7171 (57.8)

GLP-1 receptor
agonists (n=2865)
61.3 (8.1)
1646 (57.5)

Other second or third
line drugs (n=38 351)
66.0 (11.1)
22 730 (59.3)

63 364 (41.1)
88 204 (57.2)
2594 (1.7)

5243 (42.2)
7142 (57.5)
31 (0.3)

S*
2656 (92.7)
S*

18 721 (48.8)
19 326 (50.4)
304 (0.8)

94 364 (61.2)
59 189 (38.4)
609 (0.4)
23 274 (15.1)
1.9 (1.8)
1974 (1.3)
4565 (3.0)

7807 (62.9)
4601 (37.1)
8 (0.1)
2347 (18.9)
2.9 (2.0)
170 (1.4)
432 (3.5)

1855 (64.8)
S*
S*
484 (16.9)
2.5 (1.9)
31 (1.1)
93 (3.3)

24 074 (62.8)
14 128 (36.8)
149 (0.4)
5944 (15.5)
1.6 (1.7)
529 (1.4)
1186 (3.1)

22 428 (14.6)
114 003 (74.0)
17 731 (11.5)
4.3 (5.5)

1133 (9.1)
11 193 (90.2)
90 (0.7)
11.4 (6.0)

233 (8.1)
2612 (91.2)
20 (0.7)
11.5 (5.5)

3487 (9.1)
33 469 (87.3)
1395 (3.6)
7.9 (5.9)

43 233 (28.0)
26 319 (17.1)
13 396 (8.7)
4853 (3.2)
2660 (1.7)

11 521 (92.8)
8254 (66.5)
4917 (39.6)
1088 (8.8)
871 (7.0)

2786 (97.2)
2170 (75.7)
1565 (54.6)
1292 (45.1)
387 (13.5)

28 874 (75.3)
15 895 (41.5)
6914 (18.0)
2473 (6.5)
1402 (3.7)

DPP-4=dipeptidyl peptidase-4; GLP-1=glucagon-like peptide-1.
*Suppressed: Numbers fewer than five are not displayed, as per confidentiality policies of the Clinical Practice Research Datalink.
†Non-mutually exclusive groups, measured any time before (not including) cohort entry.
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489 438
Patients with ﬁrst ever prescription of any antidiabetic drug between 1 January 1988 and 31 March 2017
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Exposure*
Other second or third line antidiabetic drugs
DPP-4 inhibitors
GLP-1 receptor agonists

No of events
33
27
7

Person years
223 531
103 362
37 041

Incidence rate (95% CI)†
14.8 (10.2 to 20.7)
26.1 (17.2 to 38.0)
18.9 (7.6 to 38.9)

Crude hazard ratio
1.00
1.70
1.20

Adjusted hazard ratio (95% CI)‡
1.00 (reference)
1.77 (1.04 to 3.01)
1.97 (0.83 to 4.66)

DPP-4=dipeptidyl peptidase-4; GLP-1=glucagon-like peptide-1.
*Use of first line antidiabetic drugs was considered in models, but not presented in table. This group generated 38 events and 250 340 person years, yielding an incidence rate of 15.2 (95%
confidence interval 10.7 to 20.8) per 100 000 person years.
†Per 100 000 person years.
‡Adjusted for age, sex, year of cohort entry, obesity, smoking status, alcohol related disorders, Charlson comorbidity index score, inflammatory bowel disease, gallbladder disease, glycated
haemoglobin (HbA1c) level, and duration of diabetes.

with a wide confidence interval (1.97, 0.83 to 4.66;
table 2). The low number of events with GLP-1 receptor
agonists (n=7) did not allow for the assessment of
duration-response relations or stratification by drug
type.

Sensitivity and ancillary analyses
The sensitivity analyses led to generally consistent
results (supplementary tables 4-13), except for the
lagged analyses with hazard ratios ranging from 1.31
to 1.62 for DPP-4 inhibitors and 1.42 to 2.38 for GLP1 receptor agonists. The stricter exposure definition
generated hazard ratios that excluded the null for both
DPP-4 inhibitors (1.77, 95% confidence interval 1.01
to 3.11) and GLP-1 receptor agonists (2.46, 1.04 to
5.85).
In the ancillary analysis using a negative control
exposure, the use of insulin was not associated with
an increased risk of cholangiocarcinoma (0.89, 95%
confidence interval 0.36 to 2.19) compared with use
of other second or third line drugs (supplementary
table 10). The propensity score matched analysis
(supplementary figure 3) yielded groups that were well
balanced on all covariates, with none of the standard
differences exceeding 0.02 (supplementary table
11). Compared with other second or third line drugs,
DPP-4 inhibitors generated a hazard ratio of similar
magnitude to the one generated in the primary analysis
(1.71, 0.86 to 3.43), but with a wider confidence
interval that included the null value owing to the fewer
events in the exposed groups (supplementary table
12). The cumulative incidence curves diverged after
two years of use (supplementary figure 4). The analysis
of GLP-1 receptor agonists did not generate a stable
estimate owing to the low number of events (<5).
Table 3 presents the results of the pharmacovigilance
analyses. Compared with use of sulfonylureas or
Table 3 | Reporting odds ratios of cholangiocarcinoma using World Health Organization
VigiBase
Exposure
Sulfonylureas or thiazolidinediones
DPP-4 inhibitors
GLP-1 receptor agonists
Negative control analysis
Long acting insulin analogues

Cases*
42
34
37

Non-cases
172 162
54 870
74 416

ROR (95% CI)†
1.00 (reference)
1.63 (1.00 to 2.66)
4.73 (2.95 to 7.58)

22

97 056

1.24 (0.72 to 2.15)

ROR=reporting odds ratio; DPP-4=dipeptidyl peptidase-4; GLP-1=glucagon-like peptide-1.
*Cases were individual case safety reports containing any of the terms: bile duct adenocarcinoma, bile duct
adenosquamous carcinoma, bile duct cancer/recurrent/stage 0 to IV, bile duct squamous cell carcinoma, biliary
cancer metastasis, or cholangiocarcinoma.
†Adjusted for age, sex, year of report, country of report, and notifier type (physician, consumer, or other).
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thiazolidinediones, use of DPP-4 inhibitors was
associated with an increase in the reporting odds ratio
of cholangiocarcinoma (1.63, 95% confidence interval
1.00 to 2.66). A similar increase in the reporting
odds ratio was observed with use of GLP-1 receptor
agonists (4.73, 2.95 to 7.58). In contrast, the use of
long acting insulin analogues was not associated with
cholangiocarcinoma (1.24, 0.72 to 2.15).

Discussion
In this study, use of dipeptidyl peptidase-4 (DPP-4)
inhibitors was associated with a near doubling of the
risk for cholangiocarcinoma. The use of glucagon-like
peptide-1 (GLP-1) receptor agonists was also associated
with an increased hazard ratio of similar magnitude but
generated a wide confidence interval that included the
null value. As expected, no association was observed
with insulin in an ancillary analysis. Finally, in a post
hoc pharmacovigilance analysis, increased reporting
odds ratios were observed for both DPP-4 inhibitors
and GLP-1 receptor agonists, whereas a reporting odds
ratio close to the null value was observed for long
acting insulin analogues.
Comparison with previous studies
Several large trials of incretin based drugs have been
conducted,10-12 29-37 but of these, only two have reported
on the frequency of hepatobiliary cancers. In the
Liraglutide Effect and Action in Diabetes: Evaluation
of Cardiovascular Outcome Results (LEADER) trial of
liraglutide, 13 events occurred in the liraglutide group
compared with eight in the placebo group (hazard ratio
1.62, 95% confidence interval 0.67 to 3.90).10 A post
hoc analysis providing a breakdown of hepatic versus
biliary cancers reported six events in the liraglutide
group and two in the placebo group.12 As reported
by the trial investigators, all of these biliary cancers
were cholangiocarcinomas with the exception of one
adenocarcinoma of the gallbladder in the liraglutide
group.12 In contrast, the imbalance favoured the
placebo group in a post hoc analysis of the Saxagliptin
Assessment of Vascular Outcomes Recorded in
Patients with Diabetes Mellitus (SAVOR)–Thrombolysis
in Myocardial Infarction (TIMI) 53 trial, with 12
events in the placebo group compared with nine in the
saxagliptin group (hazard ratio 0.75, 95% confidence
interval 0.30 to 1.76).11 However, these trials were not
designed nor powered to assess cholangiocarcinoma
as an outcome (sample sizes of 9340 and 16 942
5
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Table 2 | Crude and adjusted hazard ratios for association between use of DPP-4 inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists and risk of cholangiocarcinoma
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Strengths and limitations of this study
Our study has several strengths. Firstly, the cohort was
restricted to new users of antidiabetic drugs, thereby
eliminating biases associated with the inclusion of
prevalent users.40 Secondly, comparing incretin based
drugs (primarily used as second or third line drugs)1
with a comparator consisting of other second or third
line drugs likely minimised confounding by indication.
Thirdly, we used a time varying exposure definition,
which eliminated immortal time bias by allowing
participants to contribute person time to different
exposure categories during the follow-up period.41
Fourthly, our results remained consistent across
several sensitivity analyses, including one using a
stricter exposure definition where the use of both DPP-4
inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists was associated
with an increased risk of cholangiocarcinoma. Finally,
the pharmacovigilance analysis, while subject to
known limitations such as underreporting,42 yielded
results that were generally consistent with those of
the cohort study. Although there are some important
differences between the two studies, the concordance
of the findings is reassuring.
This study has some limitations. Firstly,
prescriptions in the Clinical Practice Research Datalink
(CPRD) are those issued by general practitioners
and not specialists. As type 2 diabetes is managed
almost entirely through primary care in the UK,43 we
expect such misclassification to be minimal. We also
did not have any information on patient adherence
to treatment, although this misclassification was
6

likely non-differential between the exposure groups.
Secondly, the validity of cholangiocarcinoma has
not been previously assessed in the CPRD. However,
relatively rare gastrointestinal cancers not under the
care of general practitioners, such as pancreatic cancer,
have been shown to be well recorded in the CPRD in
most,18-20 but not all,17 cancer validation studies. While
one study reported more than 50% non-concordance
of these cancers between the CPRD and other datasets
(eg, National Cancer Data Repository and Hospital
Episodes Statistics database),17 two other validation
studies conducted among people with type 2 diabetes
found concordance rates of more than 90% when
CPRD was compared with these datasets.18 19 Similar
findings were observed in a third validation study
conducted among the general population.20 However,
to tackle the potential impact of misclassification
resulting from restricting the outcome definition to
CPRD defined diagnoses, we conducted a sensitivity
analysis showing the impact of imperfect sensitivity
and specificity on the observed point estimate
(supplementary table 13). Indeed, the specificity (and
not sensitivity) of the outcome definition would need
to be less than 60% to substantially bias the point
estimate. In our study, we expect high specificity
given the rarity of cholangiocarcinoma and general
practitioners’ unfamiliarity with this cancer; this is
typically the case with rare outcomes.44 Thirdly, we
were unable to stratify by cholangiocarcinoma subtype
as this level of detail is not consistently recorded in
the CPRD. Fourthly, as with all observational studies,
residual confounding is possible. We conducted
several sensitivity and ancillary analyses specifically
designed to assess the potential impact of residual
confounding. These included a marginal structural
model aimed at investigating the impact of potential
time dependent confounding, and a propensity score
matched analysis; these analyses yielded hazard
ratios of similar magnitude as the one generated in
the primary analysis. Furthermore, use of insulin as
a negative control exposure yielded a hazard ratio
close to the null value. Moreover, the Array approach26
shows that a hypothetical confounder would need
to be strongly imbalanced between the exposure
groups while also being strongly associated with the
outcome to affect the point estimate observed for
DPP-4 inhibitors (supplementary figure 5). Fifthly, the
median length of follow-up in our study was limited to
4.6 years, including the one year lag period imposed at
cohort entry. However, this study was based in part on
imbalances of hepatobiliary cancer events observed in
trials of even shorter duration.10 11 Finally, despite the
relatively large sample size of our cohort (n=154 162),
cholangiocarcinoma is an extremely rare cancer45 that
generated few exposed events; 27 events occurred in
the DPP-4 inhibitor group, whereas seven occurred in
the GLP-1 receptor agonist group. As such, it was not
possible to conduct secondary analyses among users
of GLP-1 receptor agonists, and the secondary analyses
among users of DPP-4 inhibitors should be interpreted
with caution.
doi: 10.1136/bmj.k4880 | BMJ 2018;363:k4880 | the bmj
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with relatively short median durations of follow-up
of 3.8 and 2.1 years for LEADER and SAVOR-TIMI 53,
respectively).10 11
An association between incretin based drugs and
incidence of cholangiocarcinoma is biologically
plausible. One mechanism could involve the increased
GLP-1 levels associated with use of both DPP-4
inhibitors and GLP-1 receptor agonists; GLP-1 might
promote the development of cholangiocarcinoma
through its proliferative and anti-apoptotic effects on
cholangiocytes.7 9 Another mechanism could involve
chronic inflammation of the biliary epithelium, bile
stasis, and bacterial infections,38 which might be a
particular concern with GLP-1 receptor agonists. These
drugs have been associated with an increased risk of
gallbladder related events (such as cholelithiasis,
cholecystitis, cholangitis) in an observational study39
and in the LEADER trial.10 Finally, we observed
increased hazard ratios in secondary analyses
assessing possible duration-response relations with
DPP-4 inhibitors. Specifically, the hazard ratio was
particularly increased with cumulative durations
ranging between one and two years of use and with
more than two years since treatment initiation.
Although these relatively rapid effects suggest that
these drugs might act as tumour promoters among
susceptible people, these secondary analyses were
based on few events that generated wide confidence
intervals and should thus be interpreted with caution.
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Conclusions
The results of this large population based cohort study
indicate that use of DPP-4 inhibitors, and possibly
GLP-1 receptor agonists, might be associated with an
increased risk of cholangiocarcinoma, although the
absolute risk is low. Given the high fatality rate of this
cancer, post hoc analyses of randomised controlled
trials and additional observational studies are needed
to corroborate our findings.
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